
Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 000, 000{000 (0000) Printed 11 May 2000 (MN LATEX style �le v1.4)Objective Classi�cation of Galaxy Spectra using theInformation Bottleneck MethodNoam Slonim1, Rachel Somerville2;3, Naftali Tishby1 and Ofer Lahav2;31 Institute of Computer Science and Center for Neural Computation, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel2 Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Rd., CB3 0HA, Cambridge, UK3 Racah Institute of Physics, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem 91904, Israel11 May 2000 ABSTRACTA new method for classi�cation of galaxy spectra is presented, based on a recently in-troduced information theoretical principle, the information bottleneck. For any desirednumber of classes, galaxies are classi�ed such that the information content about thespectra is maximally preserved. The result is classes of galaxies with similar spectra,where the similarity is determined via a measure of information. We apply our methodto � 6000 galaxy spectra from the ongoing 2dF redshift survey, and a mock-2dF cata-logue produced by a Cold Dark Matter-based semi-analytic model of galaxy formation.We �nd a good match between the mean spectra of the classes found in the data andin the models. For the mock catalogue, we �nd that the classes produced by our al-gorithm form an intuitively sensible sequence in terms of physical properties such ascolour, star formation activity, morphology, and internal velocity dispersion. We alsoshow the correlation of the classes with the projections resulting from a PrincipalComponent Analysis.Key words: Galaxy Formation, Spectral Classi�cation, Information Theory1 INTRODUCTIONVery large numbers of galaxy spectra are being generated bymodern redshift surveys: for example, the Anglo-AustralianObservatory 2-degree-Field (2dF) Galaxy Survey (e.g. Col-less 1998; Folkes et al. 1999) aims to collect 250,000 spectraand has already gathered over 100; 000 redshifts (as of May2000). The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (e.g. Gunn & Weinberg1995; Fukugita 1998) will observe the spectra of millions ofgalaxies. Such large data sets will provide a wealth of infor-mation pertaining to the distribution and properties for avast variety of galaxy types. A major goal of such surveys isto determine the relative numbers of these di�erent galaxypopulations, and eventually to gain clues as to their physicalorigin. Traditional methods of classifying galaxies \by eye"are clearly impractical in this context. The analysis and fullexploitation of such data sets require well justi�ed, auto-mated and objective techniques to extract as much informa-tion as possible. In this paper we present a new approachto objective classi�cation of galaxy spectra, by utilising arecently proposed method based on information theory.Broadly speaking, inference from galaxy spectra can beconsidered in two ways. One approach is to compare eachgalaxy spectrum to the most likely one of a library of model

spectra (e.g. based on age, metallicity and star formationhistory). The other model independent approach is to con-sider an ensemble of observed spectra and to look for pat-terns in analogy with the stellar HR-diagram or the Hubblesequence for galaxy morphology.The concept of spectral classi�cation goes back to Hu-mason (1936) and Morgan & Mayall (1957). Recent at-tempts to analyse galaxy properties from spectra in a modelindependent way have been made using Principal Compo-nent Analysis (e.g. Connolly et al. 1995; Folkes, Lahav &Maddox 1996). The PCA is e�ective for data compression,but if one wishes to break the ensemble into classes it re-quires a further step based on a training set (e.g. Bromleyet al. 1998, Folkes et al. 1999). Unlike PCA, the informationbottleneck (IB) method presented here is non-linear, and itnaturally yields a principled partitioning of the galaxies intoclasses. These classes are obtained such that they maximallypreserve the original information between the galaxies andtheir spectra.The end goal of galaxy classi�cation is a better under-standing of the physical origin of di�erent populations andhow they relate to one another. In order to interpret theresults of any objective classi�cation algorithm, we must re-late the derived classes to the physical and observable galaxyc 0000 RAS



2 Slonim et al.properties that are intuitively familiar to astronomers. Forexample, important properties in determining the spectralcharacteristics of a galaxy are its mean stellar age and metal-licity, or more generally its full star formation history. Thisis in turn presumably connected with morphological prop-erties of the galaxy; eg. its Hubble or T-type. An assumedstar formation history can be translated into a syntheticspectrum using models of stellar evolution (e.g., Bruzual &Charlot 1993, 1996; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997). Spec-tral features are also a�ected by dust reddening and nebularemission lines.In one example, typical of such an approach (Ronen,Aragaon-Salamance & Lahav 1999), the star formation his-tory was parameterized as a simple single burst or an expo-nentially decreasing star formation rate. However, the con-struction of the ensemble of galaxy spectra was done in anad-hoc manner. Here we try a similar exercise using a cos-mologically motivated ensemble of synthetic galaxies, withrealistic star formation histories. These histories are deter-mined by the physical processes of galaxy formation in thecontext of hierarchical structure formation. We constructsuch an ensemble using semi-analytic models of galaxy for-mation set within the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) framework.While this approach has the disadvantage of relying on nu-merous assumptions about poorly-understood physics, it hasthe advantage of a certain self-consistency, and of producingensembles of galaxies with global properties that agree wellwith observations (eg. local luminosity functions, colours,Tully-Fisher relations, metallicity-luminosity relation, etc).In this paper, we shall analyze a subset of about6000 spectra from the ongoing 2dF survey. Using the semi-analytic models we construct a \mock-2dF" catalogue withthe same magnitude limit, spectral resolution, wavelengthcoverage and noise as in the 2dF data. We analyze the syn-thetic and observed spectra in the same way using the IBmethod. Using the mock catalogue, we then interpret theresulting classes in terms of familiar, intuitive physical prop-erties of galaxies. We also draw a connection between the IBapproach and the results of a PCA analysis for both the 2dFand mock data.The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.In section 2 we present the IB method and the classi�cationalgorithm. In section 3 we describe the sample of observedspectra and the semi-analytic models used to produce themock galaxy catalogues. In section 4 we present our results,and in section 5 we relate the IB classi�cation to PCA. Wesummarize our conclusions in section 6.2 THE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM: THEINFORMATION BOTTLENECK METHODConsider a galaxy spectrum as an array of photon counts indi�erent wavelength bins. ? Thus each galaxy is representedin a high-dimensional space, where each component corre-sponds to the counts in a given spectral bin. We can also? We note that other representations of the spectra are possible(e.g. ux instead of counts).

view the ensemble of such spectra as the joint distributionof the galaxy-wavelength variables. By normalizing the totalphoton counts in each spectrum to unity, we can considerit as a conditional probability, the probability of observinga photon at a speci�c wavelength from a given galaxy. Thisview of the ensemble of spectra as a conditional probabilitydistribution function enables us to undertake the informa-tion theory-based approach that we describe in this section.Our goal is to group the galaxies into classes that pre-serve some objectively de�ned spectral properties. Ideally,we would like to make the number of classes as small aspossible (i.e. to �nd the `least complex' representation) withminimal loss of the `important' or `relevant' information. Inorder to do this objectively, we need to de�ne formal mea-sures of `complexity' and `relevant information'.Some classi�cation methods are based on a training setof labeled data (e.g. morphological types of galaxies de-�ned by a human expert; e.g. Naim et al. 1995a,b). Suchprior labels introduce a bias towards existing classi�cationschemes. On the other hand, our goal here is to develop anunsupervised classi�cation method, which is free of this bias,and thus to provide objective, `meaningful', categorization.This problem, however, is ill de�ned without a better de�-nition of `meaningful'. Almost all existing algorithms beginwith some pairwise `distances' (e.g. Euclidean) between thepoints in the high-dimensional representation space, or witha distortion measure between the data points and candidategroup representative or model. The `meaning' is then dic-tated through this, sometimes arbitrary, choice of the dis-tance or distortion measure. In addition, it is diÆcult insuch cases to objectively evaluate the quality of the obtainedclasses.Recently, Tishby, Pereira & Bialek (1999) proposedan information theoretical approach to this problem whichavoids the arbitrary choice of the distance or distortion mea-sures. It also provides a natural quality measure for the re-sulting classi�cation. Their algorithm is extremely generaland may be applied to di�erent problems in analogous ways.This method has been successfully applied to the analysisof neural codes (Bialek, Nemenman & Tishby 2000), lin-guistic data (word sense-disambiguation, Pereira, Tishby &Lee, 1993) and for classi�cation of text documents (Slonim& Tishby 2000). In the latter case for example, one may seean analogy between an ensemble of galaxy spectra and a setof text documents. The words in a document play a similarrole to the wavelengths of photons in a galaxy spectrum, i.e.the frequency of occurrence of a given word in a given docu-ment is equivalent to the number of photon counts at a givenwavelength in a given galaxy spectrum. In both cases, thespeci�c patterns of these occurances may be used in orderto classify the galaxies or documents.2.1 The concept of mutual informationIn the following we denote the set of galaxies by G and thearray of wavelength bins by �. As already mentioned, weview the ensemble of spectra as a joint distribution p(g; �),which is the joint probability of observing a photon fromgalaxy g 2 G at a wavelength � 2 �. We normalize the totalc 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Objective Classi�cation of Galaxy Spectra using the Information Bottleneck Method 3photon counts in each spectrum (galaxy) to unity, i.e. wetake the prior probability p(g) of observing a galaxy g to beuniform: p(g) = 1NG , where NG is the number of galaxies inthis sample G. This is a standard statistical procedure sincethese galaxies are sample points from the underlying (un-known) galaxy distribution. Note, however, that the priorprobability p(�) of observing a photon in a wavelength � isnot considered uniform.Given two random variables, a fundamental question is:to what extent can one variable be predicted from knowl-edge of the other variable? Clearly, when the two variablesare statistically independent, no information about one vari-able can be obtained through knowledge of the other one.This question is quantitatively answered through the notionof mutual information between the variables. Moreover, thisis the only possible measure, up to a multiplicative constant,that captures our intuition about the information betweenvariables, as was shown by Shannon (1948a,b) in his seminalwork (see also Acze`l and Darotzky, 1975). In our case, thetwo variables are the galaxy identity and the photon countsas a function of wavelength (spectral densities). These vari-ables are clearly not independent, as the galaxy identity de-termines its spectrum through its physical properties.The mutual information between two variables can beshown (see e.g. Cover & Thomas 1991) to be given by theamount of uncertainty in one variable that is removed by theknowledge of the other one. In our case this is the reductionof the uncertainty in the galaxy identity through the knowl-edge of its spectrum. The uncertainty of a random variableis measured by its entropy, which for the case of the galaxyvariable G is given byH(G) = �Xg p(g) log p(g) : (1)Since in our case p(g) is uniform (over the sample) we getH(G) = logNG . yThe amount of uncertainty in the galaxy identity, givenits spectral density, is given by the conditional entropy ofthe galaxies on their spectra. More formally stated, the con-ditional entropy of G given � is de�ned byH(Gj�) = �X� p(�)Xg p(gj�) log p(gj�) : (2)Obviously, knowledge about � can only reduce the uncer-tainty in G, i.e. H(Gj�) � H(G) . The amount of reductionin the uncertainty is thus the mutual information, which isnow given byI(G; �) = H(G)�H(Gj�) =Xg;� p(g; �) log p(g; �)p(g)p(�) ; (3)or, using p(g; �) = p(g)p(�jg),y When we take the logarithm to base 2 the information is mea-sured in bits. This means that in the absence of other knowledge,the amount of information needed to specify a galaxy g out of thesample G is exactly logNG bits.

I(G; �) =Xg;� p(g)p(�jg) log p(�jg)p(�) : (4)It is easy to see that I(G; �) is symmetric and non-negative,and is equal to zero if and only if g and � are independent.As I(G; �) measures the reduction of uncertainty in G forknown �, it is a measure of the amount of information aboutthe galaxy identity contained in the spectrum.2.2 The Bottleneck Variational PrincipleOur goal is to �nd a mapping of the galaxies g 2 G intoclasses c 2 C such that the class c(g) provides essentially thesame prediction, or information, about the spectrum as thespeci�c knowledge of the galaxy. The partitioning may be\soft", i.e. each galaxy is associated with each class throughthe conditional probability p(cjg).The prior probability for a speci�c class c is then givenbyp(c) =Xg p(g)p(cjg) : (5)Using the fact that the only statistical dependence of � onC is through the original statistical dependence of � on G(since the distribution of C is determined completely byp(cjg), a Markov condition) we get,p(�jc) =Xg p(�jg)p(gjc) ; (6)where p(�jc) can be clearly interpreted as the spectral den-sity associated with the class c. Using these equations, wecan now calculate the mutual information between a set ofgalaxy classes C and the spectral wavelengths �. Speci�cally,this information is given byI(C; �) =Xc;� p(c)p(�jc) log p(�jc)p(�) : (7)A basic theorem in information theory, known as dataprocessing inequality, states that no manipulation of thedata can increase the amount of (mutual) information givenin that data. Speci�cally this means that by grouping thegalaxies into classes one can only lose information aboutthe spectra, i.e. I(C; �) � I(G; �). Our goal is then to �nda non-trivial classi�cation of the galaxies that preserves, asmuch as possible, the original information about the spec-tra. In other words, we wish to maximize I(C; �). However,based on the above inequality, maximizing this informationis trivial: each galaxy g is a class c of its own, which formallymeans C � G. To avoid this trivial solution, one must in-troduce a formal constraint that will force the classi�cationinto a more compact representation.It turns out that the compactness of a classi�cation isdirectly governed by the mutual information between theclasses and the galaxies. This mutual information is givenbyc 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



4 Slonim et al.I(C;G) =Xc;g p(g)p(cjg) log p(cjg)p(c) : (8)To understand this expression, it is useful to consider itsbehaviour at two extremes. One extreme is when the newrepresentation is the most compact one possible, i.e. thereis only one class and all g 2 G are assigned to it with prob-ability 1. In this case there is no dependence between G andC, thus I(C;G) is trivially minimized to zero. This agreeswith our intuition that a single global class carries no infor-mation at all about the original identity of a galaxy (i.e. itsunique spectrum). In the other extreme, the classi�cation ismaximally complex when every g 2 G is assigned to a classof its own, i.e. C � G. In this case I(C;G) is maximized.Accordingly, the class of a speci�c galaxy provides the fullinformation about its identity. The interesting cases are ofcourse in between, where the number of classes is relativelysmall (but larger than one). In fact, in general the mutualinformation I(C;G) gives a well justi�ed measure for thecomplexity of the classi�cation (Tishby, Pereira & Bialek1999). Moreover, the maximal amount of information thatthe class can provide about the spectrum, I(C; �), for agiven amount of information preserved about the galaxies,I(C;G), is a characteristic function of the data which doesnot depend on any speci�c classi�cation algorithm.We are now ready to give a full formulation of theproblem: how do we �nd classes of galaxies that maximizeI(C; �), under a constraint on their complexity, I(C;G)?This constrained information optimization problem was �rstpresented in Tishby et al. (1999) and their solution wastermed the information bottleneck method. In e�ect we passthe information that G provides about � through a \bottle-neck" formed by the classes in C. The classes C are forcedto extract the relevant information between G and �.Under this formulation, the optimal classi�cation isgiven by maximizing the functionalL[p(cjg)] = I(C; �)� ��1I(C;G); (9)where ��1 is the Lagrange multiplier attached to the com-plexity constraint. For � ! 0 our classi�cation is as non-informative (and compact) as possible | all galaxies areassigned to a single class. On the other hand, as � ! 1the representation becomes arbitrarily detailed. By varyingthe single parameter �, one can explore the tradeo� betweenthe preserved meaningful information, I(C; �), and the com-pression level, I(C;G), at various resolutions.Perhaps surprisingly, this general problem of extractingthe relevant information | formulated in Eq. (9) | can begiven an exact formal solution. In particular, the optimalassignment that maximizes Eq. (9) satis�es the equationp(cjg) = p(c)Z(g; �) exp"��X� p(�jg) log p(�jg)p(�jc)# ; (10)where Z(g; �) is the common normalisation (partition) func-

tion. z The value in the exponent can be considered the rele-vant \distortion function" between the class and the galaxyspectrum. It turns out to be the familiar cross-entropy (alsoknown as the `Kullback-Leibler divergence', e.g. Cover &Thomas 1991), de�ned byDKL [p(�jg)kp(�jc)] =X� p(�jg) log p(�jg)p(�jc) : (11)We emphasise that this e�ective distortion measure emergeshere from �rst principles of information preserving and wasnot imposed as an ad-hoc measure of spectral similarity.Note that Eqs. (5, 6, 10) must be solved together in a self-consistent manner.2.3 Relations to conventional classi�cationapproachesWe may gain some intuition into this method by contrastingEq. 10 with more standard clustering algorithms. Supposewe start from Bayes' theorem, where the probability for aclass c for a given galaxy g isp(cjg) / p(c) p(gjc) ; (12)and p(c) is the prior probability for class c. As a simple ad-hoc example, we can take the conditional probability p(gjc)to be a Gaussian distribution with variance �2p(gjc) = 1p2�� exp(� 12�2D2E) ; (13)withDE =sX� [p(�jc)� p(�jg)]2 : (14)The Euclidean distanceDE is analogous to the cross-entropyDKL of Eq. 11. However, unlike our earlier formulation, nei-ther the distance DE nor the obtained classes have goodtheoretical justi�cations. The variance �2 (which may bedue cosmic scatter as well as noise) plays a somewhat anal-ogous role to the Lagrange multiplier �, but unlike � itforces a �xed `size' for all the clusters. Hence � can beviewed as the `resolution' or the e�ective `size' of the classin the high-dimensional representation space. We note thatthe Euclidean distance is commonly used in supervised spec-tral classi�cation using `template matching' (e.g. Connollyet al. 1995; Benitez 1999), in which galaxies are classi�ed bymatching the observed spectrum with a template obtainedeither from a model or from an observed standard galaxy.By comparing our method with an \Euclidean algorithm",we �nd that our approach yields better class boundaries andpreserves more information for a given number of classes.z We note that � here is analogous to the inverse temperature inthe Boltzmann's distribution function.c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Objective Classi�cation of Galaxy Spectra using the Information Bottleneck Method 52.4 The agglomerative information bottleneckalgorithmThe initial approach to the solution of the three self-consistent Eqs. (5, 6, 10), applied already in Pereira, Tishby& Lee (1993), was similar to the \deterministic annealing"method (see e.g. Rose 1998). This is a top-down hierarchi-cal algorithm that starts from a single class and undergoesa cascade of class splits (through second order phase transi-tions) into a \soft" tree of classes. Here we use an alternativealgorithm, �rst introduced in Slonim & Tishby (1999), basedon a bottom-up merging process. This algorithm generates\hard" classi�cations, i.e. every galaxy g 2 G is assigned toexactly one class c 2 C. Therefore, the membership proba-bilities p(cjg) may only have values of 0 or 1. Thus, a speci�cclass c is de�ned by the following equations, which are ac-tually the \hard" limit � !1 of the general self-consistentEqs. (5, 6, 10) presented previously,8>>>>><>>>>>: p(c) =Pg2c p(g)p(�jc) = 1p(c)Pg2c p(�jg)p(g)p(cjg) = � 1 if g 2 c0 otherwise (15)where for the second equation we used Bayes' theorem,p(gjc) = 1p(c)p(cjg)p(g).The algorithm starts with the trivial solution, whereC � G and every galaxy is in a class of its own. In everystep two classes are merged such that the mutual informa-tion I(C; �) is maximally preserved. The merging processis formally described as follows. Assume that we merge thetwo classes c1; c2 into a new class c�. Then the equationscharacterizing the new class are naturally de�ned by8>>>>><>>>>>: p(c�) = p(c1) + p(c2)p(�jc�) = p(c1)p(c�)p(�jc1) + p(c2)p(c�)p(�jc2)p(c�jg) = � 1 if g 2 fc1gSfc2g0 otherwise (16)The information loss with respect to � due to this mergeris given byÆI(c1; c2) � I(Cbefore; �)� I(Cafter; �) � 0 ; (17)where I(Cbefore; �) and I(Cafter; �) are the mutual infor-mation between the galaxy classes and the wavelengths be-fore and after the merge, respectively. Using Eqs.(15,16,17)it can be shown after some algebra (Slonim & Tishby, inpreparation) thatÆI(c1; c2) = (p(c1) + p(c2)) �DJS(c1; c2); (18)where DJS is the Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin 1991; El-Yaniv, Fine & Tishby 1997), de�ned by

InputThe empirical joint probability p(g; �)OutputA classi�cation of G into NC classes, for all 1 � NC � NGInitialization:� Construct C � G� 8i; j = 1:::NG; i < j, calculatedi;j = (p(ci) + p(cj)) �DJS(ci; cj)Loop:� For NC = NG � 1:::1{ Find the pair (ci; cj) for which di;j is minimized{ Merge fci; cjg ) c�{ Update C = fC � fci; cjggSfc�g{ Update di;j costs w.r.t. the new class c�� End ForFigure 1. Pseudo-code of the agglomerative information bottle-neck algorithm.DJS(c1; c2) = 2Xi=1 p(ci)DKL[p(�jci)k 2Xi=1 p(ci)p(�jci)] : (19)An intuitive interpretation is that the \merging cost" (ininformation terms) is equal to the \distance" DJS(c1; c2)between the classes before merging x multiplied by their\weight", p(c1) + p(c2). The algorithm is now straightfor-ward | in each step we perform \the best possible merger",i.e. we merge the two classes which minimize ÆI(ci; cj). Inthis way, we maximize I(C; �) in every step (but note thatthis does not necessarily guarantees a global maximum atthe endpoint). In �gure 1, we give the pseudo-code for thisprocedure. Note that this algorithm naturally �nds a classi�-cation for any desired number of classes with no need to takeinto account the theoretical constraint via � (Eq. 9). This isdue to the fact that the agglomerative procedure contains aninherent algorithmic compression constraint, i.e. the merg-ing process. A more general version of this algorithm whichdirectly implements Eq. (9) is described elsewhere (Slonim& Tishby, in preparation).For comparison with some conventional grouping algo-rithms, we also implemented an algorithm which uses theEuclidean metric instead of the Jensen-Shannon divergenceused in Eq. (18). In this case, in each step we merge the pairthat minimizes (p(ci) + p(cj)) � pP�(p(�jci)� p(�jcj))2,while ignoring the statistical meaning of the distributions.We refer to this procedure as the Euclidean algorithm.x This distance has an interesting statistical interpretation asthe distance to the most likely joint source of the two classes.Alternately, it can be viewed as analogous to the physical mix-ing entropy of two pure gases (see El-Yaniv et al. 1997; Bialek,Nemenman and Tishby 2000).c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



6 Slonim et al.3 SPECTRAL ENSEMBLES
3.1 Observed Spectra from the 2dF SurveyThe 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless 1998,Folkes et al. 1999) is a major new redshift survey utilisingthe 2dF multi-�bre spectrograph on the Anglo-AustralianTelescope (AAT). The observational goal of the survey is toobtain high quality spectra and redshifts for 250,000 galaxiesto an extinction-corrected limit of bJ=19.45. The survey willeventually cover approximately 2000 sq deg, made up of twocontinuous declination strips plus 100 random 2Æ-diameter�elds. Over 100,000 galaxy spectra have been obtained asof May 2000. The spectral scale is 4.3�Aper pixel and theFWHM resolution is about 2 pixels. Galaxies at the surveylimit of bJ=19.45 have a median S/N of � 14, which is morethan adequate for measuring redshifts and permits reliablespectral types to be determined.Here we use a subset of 2dF galaxy spectra, previouslyused in the analysis of Folkes et al. (1999). We emphasizethat the spectra are left in terms of photon counts (as op-posed to energy ux). The spectra were de-redshifted totheir rest frame and re-sampled to a uniform spectral scalewith 4�A bins. Since the galaxies cover a range in redshift,the rest-frame spectra cover di�erent wavelength ranges. Toovercome this problem, only objects with redshifts in therange 0:01 � z � 0:2 were included in the analysis. All theobjects meeting this criterion then have rest-frame spectracovering the range 3700�A to 6650�A (the lower limit waschosen to exclude the bluest end of the spectrum wherethe response function is poor). Limiting the analysis to thiscommon wavelength range means that all the major opti-cal spectral features between OII (3727�A) and H� (6563�A)are included. In order to make the spectral classi�cationsas robust as possible, objects with low S/N were eliminatedby imposing a minimum mean ux of 50 counts per bin.The spectra were then normalised so that the mean uxover the whole spectral range was unity. The �nal samplecontains 5869 galaxies, each described by 738 spectral bins.Throughout this paper, we refer to this ensemble as the \2dFcatalogue".We corrected each spectrum by dividing it by a globalsystem response function (Folkes et al. 1999). However, itis known that due to various problems related to the tele-scope optics, the seeing, the �bre aperture etc. the abovecorrection is not perfect. In fact, each spectrum should becorrected by an individual response function. Unfortunatelythis incomplete correction mainly a�ects the continuum ofthe spectrum, i.e. the galaxy `colour'. As we shall see below,the IB analysis on the mock data (which obviously is free ofthe above problems) shows that the colour is a signi�cantindicator of the underlying astrophysics. This highlights theneed to correct properly each individual spectrum (work inprogress).

3.2 Model Spectra from Semi-AnalyticHierarchical Merger ModelsOur goal is to produce an ensemble of synthetic spectrawith a representative admixture of di�erent types of galaxieswith realistic star formation histories. One way to accom-plish this is to use semi-analytic modelling techniques (cf.Kau�mann, White, & Guiderdoni 1993; Cole et al. 1994;Somerville & Primack 1999 (SP) and references therein).Semi-analytic models have the advantage of being computa-tionally eÆcient, while being set within the fashionable hier-archical framework of the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) scenarioof structure formation. In addition to model spectra, thisapproach provides many physical properties of the galax-ies, such as the mean stellar age and metallicity, size, mass,bulge-to-disk ratio, etc. This allows us to determine how ef-fectively a given method can extract this type of informationfrom the spectra, which are determined in a self-consistentway. We have used the code developed by Somerville (1997),which has been shown to produce good agreement withmany properties of local (SP) and high-redshift (Somerville,Primack & Faber 2000; SPF) galaxies. Below we briey sum-marize the models.The formation and merging of dark matter halos as afunction of time is represented by a \merger tree", which weconstruct using the method of Somerville & Kolatt (1999).The number density of halos of various masses is determinedby an improved version of the Press-Schechter model (Sheth& Tormen 1999), which mostly cures the usual discrepancywith N-body simulations. The cooling of gas, formation ofstars, and reheating and ejection of gas by supernovae withinthese halos is modelled by simple recipes. Chemical evolu-tion is traced assuming a constant yield of metals per unitmass of new stars formed. Metals are cycled through thecold and hot gas phase by cooling and feedback, and thestellar metallicity of each generation of stars is determinedby the metal content of the cold gas at the time of its forma-tion. All cold gas is assumed to initially cool into, and formstars within, a rotationally supported disk; major mergersbetween galaxies destroy the disks and create spheroids. Newdisks may then be formed by subsequent cooling and starformation, producing galaxies with a range of bulge-to-diskratios. Galaxy mergers also produce bursts of star forma-tion, according to the prescription described in SPF. Thusthe star formation history of a single galaxy is typically quitecomplex and is a direct consequence of its environment andgas accretion and merger history.These star formation histories are convolved with stellarpopulation models to calculate magnitudes and colors andproduce model spectra. We have used the multi-metallicityGISSEL models (Bruzual & Charlot, in preparation) witha Salpeter IMF to calculate the stellar part of the spectra.Emission lines from ionized HII regions have been added us-ing the empirical library included in the PEGASE models(Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997). This library provides thetotal luminosity of all of the major emission lines as a func-tion of the age of the stellar population. Any dependence ofthe line strengths on metallicity, ionization state, geometry,etc. is neglected. We adjusted the resolution of the mockspectra to be comparable to the 2dF spectra. The width ofthe lines is then determined by the resolution of the grating,c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



Objective Classi�cation of Galaxy Spectra using the Information Bottleneck Method 7and we have modelled them as Gaussians with a width of 4�A. Dust extinction is included using an approach similar tothat of Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange (1987). Here, themass of dust is assumed to be a function of the gas fractiontimes the metallicity of the cold gas. We then use a standardGalactic extinction curve and a \slab" model to compute theextinction as a function of wavelength and inclination (seeSomerville 1997 or Somerville et al. 2000b for details). Theextinction correction is applied indiscriminantly to the stel-lar and line emission. This is probably unphysical as it islikely that the star-forming regions that produce the emis-sion lines are more heavily extinguished than the underlyingold stellar population, but at our current level of modelling,we ignore this e�ect.As described in SP, we set the free parameters of themodels by reference to a subset of local galaxy data; in par-ticular, we require a typical L� galaxy to obey the observedI-band Tully-Fisher relation and to have a gas fraction of0:1 to 0:2, consistent with observed gas contents of localspiral galaxies. If we assume that mergers with mass ratiosgreater than � 1:3 form spheroids, we �nd that the modelsproduce the correct morphological mix of spirals, S0s andellipticals at the present day (we use the mapping betweenbulge-to-disk ratio and morphological type from Simien &de Vaucouleurs 1986). This critical value for spheroid for-mation is what is predicted by N-body simulations of diskcollisions (cf. Barnes & Hernquist 1992).In SP, we found that a cosmology with 
0 = 
� = 0:5and H0 = 60 km/s/Mpc produced very good agreementwith the 2dF bJ -band luminosity function (for all typescombined), as well as the observed K-band luminosity func-tion, Tully-Fisher relation, metallicity-luminosity relation,and colours of local galaxies. We use the same �ducial modelhere, with a few minor modi�cations: we incorporate self-consistently the modelled metallicity of the hot gas in thecooling function, and use the multi-metallicity SED's (in-stead of solar metallicity) with a Salpeter (instead of Scalo)IMF. Another minor detail is that ejected material is even-tually returned to the halos as described in the updatedmodels of SPF. We �nd that these minor modi�cations donot signi�cantly change our previous results for local galax-ies. We construct a \mock 2dF catalogue" of 2611 modelgalaxies with the same magnitude limit, wavelength cov-erage and spectral resolution, and redshift range as the2dF survey (described above). The synthetic spectra are ex-pressed in terms of photon counts and the total number ofcounts in each spectrum is normalized to unity, as in theprepared observed spectra. We shall present elsewhere com-parison of the mock catalogues with preliminary data fromthe 2dF surveyTo study the e�ect of noise on the classi�cation, weadded Poisson noise to the simulated spectra. This was doneusing an empirical relation between the mean photon counts�Nph per observed 2dF spectrum and the corresponding APMbJ magnitude, �Nph = 9638:0� 757:8 bJ +13:9 b2J (D. Madg-wick, private communication). Each simulated galaxy wasassigned a mean number of counts based on its bJ magnitude

Figure 2. Photon counts (sum normalised to unity) as a functionof wavelength, averaged over the entire catalogues of 2dF andmock+noise spectra. Note the familiar spectral features such asthe Balmer break at 4000 �A, the Balmer series (marked withvertical grey lines), and metal lines such as O, Mg, Na, and N(marked by dotted lines).as given by the models, and Poisson deviants per spectralbin were drawn at random. { We have ignored the e�ectsof the response function of the �bres, aperture e�ects, andsystematic errors related to the placement of �bres in theholding plate (see above).Figure 2 shows the mean spectrum for the 2dF andmock+noise catalogues, obtained by simply averaging thephoton counts in each wavelength bin for all the galaxies inthe ensemble. The mean spectra for the observed and mockcatalogues are seen to be similar. The magnitude limit thatwe have chosen is such that our ensembles are dominated byfairly bright, moderately star-forming spiral galaxies, andthe mean spectra show familiar features such as the 4000 �Abreak, the Balmer series, and metal lines such as OII andOIII. One can see that the 2dF spectrum appears to benddownwards relative to the models towards both ends of thewavelength range. This may be due to an inaccurate correc-tion for the response function, as discussed above.4 RESULTSWe now apply the IB algorithm to both the 2dF and themock data. Recall that our algorithm begins with one classper galaxy, and groups galaxies so as to minimize the loss ofinformation at each stage. Figure 3 shows how the informa-tion content of the ensemble of galaxy spectra decreases asthe galaxies are grouped together and the number of classesdecreases. In the left panel, we show the `normalized' infor-mation content I(C; �)=I(G; �) as a function of the reducedcomplexity NC=NG, where NG is the number of galaxies inthe ensemble and NC is the number of classes. One may{ We note that an alternative approach could be to �lter out thenoise of the observed spectra, e.g. by using PCA (Folkes et al.1996).c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 3. Left Panel: The fractional information measure (I(C; �)=I(G; �)) vs. the fractional number of classes (NC=NG). The crossesmark the points corresponding to �ve classes, used in the remainder of this paper. Right Panel: The `absolute' information contentI(C; �) as a function of the number of classes NC .think of this as the fraction of information about the orig-inal ensemble that would be preserved if we threw awayall the individual galaxies and kept only the representativespectra of the classes. Remarkably, we �nd that if we keepabout �ve classes, about 85 and 75 percent of the informa-tion is preserved for the mock and mock+noise simulations,respectively. This indicates that the wavelength bins in themodel galaxy spectra are highly correlated. This may notseem very surprising, since many of the spectral featuresarise from the same stellar physics. For example, emissionlines will be stronger in a galaxy with signi�cant recent starformation, and the whole sequence of metal absorption lineswill be deeper for a galaxy with an old stellar population ora high metallicity. However, if we keep in mind that each ofour model galaxies has a very complex star formation his-tory and is therefore comprised of stars with a distributionof ages and metalicities, and is a�ected di�erently by dustextinction, this result may seem somewhat more surprising.In contrast with the mock samples, for the 2dF cata-logue, only about 50 percent of the information is preservedby �ve classes. Thus the wavelength bins in the real spectraare also highly correlated, but not to the same degree asthe model spectra. This is unlikely to be solely due to thee�ect of noise. Adding noise to the mock catalogues doeschange the curve in Figure 3 (left panel), bringing it closerto the 2dF curve, but the e�ect is not large enough to ex-plain the whole discrepancy, and moreover the shapes of themock+noise and 2dF information curves are still di�erent.We also see that the `absolute information' for 2dF (rightpanel of Figure 3) is much higher than for the mock sam-ples. This discrepancy may be partially due to the inuenceon the real spectra of more complicated physics than whatis included in our simple models. It could also be due tosystematic observational errors (see Section 3.1). We are in

the process of attempting to model these systematic errorsin detail to better understand this result.The information curves are not sensitive to the numberof galaxies used in the analysis. When we take a randomsubset of 2611 galaxies out of the 2dF sample (to make itidentical to the number of galaxies in the mock sample), thedi�erences in the information curve w.r.t the full 2dF set areminor. We also experimented with the `Euclidean' algorithm(see Section 2.3) for both the mock and 2dF data. We �ndthat for the mock data, the Euclidean algorithm producesnearly indistinguishable results from our �ducial algorithm,however, for the 2dF data, the di�erence between the twois more signi�cant. The full IB algorithm preserves moreinformation for any given number of classes and is thereforesuperior. This suggests that the Euclidean-type algorithmsmay be suÆcient for certain problems, but inadequate formore complex data.4.1 The IB ClassesFor the remainder of this paper, we present the resultsobtained for �ve classes. k Figure 4 shows the repre-sentative spectra for these �ve classes for both the 2dFand mock+noise catalogues. The corresponding �ve spec-tra for the noise-free mock data were very similar to themock+noise spectra shown. We `matched' each of the classesobtained for the 2dF data with one from the mock+noisedata by minimizing the average DJS `distance' between thepairs. The classes are then ordered by their mean B � Vk We note that galaxy images can be reliably classi�ed by mor-phology into no more than 7 or so classes (e.g. Lahav et al. 1995;Naim et al. 1995a) c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 4. Mean spectra of the �ve IB classes for the 2dF and mock+noise catalogues. The fraction p(cj) of galaxies that are membersof each class cj is indicated. The matching between the classes obtained for 2dF and the mock catalogue was determined by minimizingthe average DJS `distance' between the pairs.colour. Note that the �ve classes produced by the algorithmappear similar for both catalogues | there was certainly noguarantee that this would be the case.It is also interesting to examine the relative fractions ofgalaxies in each class, p(c), for the observed and mock cata-logues. These values are given on the appropriate panels ofFigure 4. There is a partial agreement between the weightsof the matched classes for the 2dF and mock+noise cata-logues (although particularly for c3 and c5, the agreement isnot very good). We might hope that this could provide a wayto improve the physics included in the models by constrain-ing the relative composition of di�erent types of galaxiesin more detail than was previously possible. However, we�nd that adding noise to the mock catalogues causes somegalaxies to \jump" to di�erent classes, thus changing the rel-ative fractions. When we add noise at the level of the 2dFdata as described previously, � 23 percent of the galaxies

are assigned to a di�erent class than in the noise-free case.Of these, the great majority (� 22 percent) are assigned toadjacent classes (i.e. �c = �1). We note these results arefor the `hard' version of the algorithm. We expect the `soft'version of the algorithm to be less sensitive to noise.We are also concerned that some of the noticeable dis-crepancy in the shape of the mean spectra of the 2dF classesand those of the synthetic galaxies (also noted in the com-parison of the mean spectra, Figure 2) may be due to sys-tematic observational e�ects such as inaccurate modelling ofthe response function. In the future we hope to be able tomodel and correct for these e�ects.More generally, we can see that the algorithm is sen-sitive to the overall slope (or colour) of the spectrum, andalso to the strength of the emission lines. The classes clearlypreserve the familiar physical correlation of colour and emis-c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



10 Slonim et al.sion line strength; the �ve classes form a sequence from c1,which has a blue continuum with strong emission lines, toc5, with red continuum with no emission lines ??. Already,we may form the impression that the algorithm has clas-si�ed the galaxies in a way that is reminiscent of conven-tional spectral classes. It may be interesting to compare themean spectrum of c1 with the spectrum of the Sm/Irr galaxyNGC449, and c5 with the Sa galaxy NGC775 from Figure2a of Kennicutt (1992). Apparently, the c1 class correspondsto late type galaxies (Sm/Irr) and c5 to early types (Sa-E).4.2 Correlation of the IB Classes with PhysicalPropertiesIn order to gain a better understanding of the IB classes,we now use the noise-free mock catalogue and investigatethe physical properties of the galaxies in each class as givenby the same models that we use to produce the spectra.The parameters that we chose to investigate are: B � Vcolour, the ratio of the present to past-averaged star forma-tion rate (Kennicutt b-parameter, bKENN � SFR=hSFRi;Kennicutt 1983), the ratio of the mass of the bulge to thetotal stellar mass of the galaxy (B=T ), the fraction of the to-tal baryonic mass in cold gas (fgas � mcold=(mcold+mstar)),the mean mass-weighted stellar age and metallicity, the in-ternal velocity dispersion �v or circular velocity Vc, and theB-band absolute magnitude MB .Figure 5 shows the trends of these physical param-eters with class number. The strongest dependence is ofB � V colour and present-to-past-averaged star formationrate bKENN. Class c1 contains blue galaxies that are formingstars at rates that are one to two orders of magnitude higherthan the average over their past history. As one moves to-wards c5, galaxies are redder and formed a larger fraction oftheir stars in the past. This is consistent with the observedstrong correlation of the Kennicutt b-parameter with B�Vcolour and morphological type in nearby galaxies (Kenni-cutt et al. 1994). For reference, note that the mean colourfor Sm/Irr galaxies in the local Universe is B � V = 0:42,for Sbc-Sc B� V = 0:55, for Sab-Sb B� V = 0:64, for S0a-Sa B � V = 0:78, and for E-S0 B � V = 0:90 (Roberts &Haynes 1994). From the colours alone, we might guess thatgalaxies in c1 and c2 are starburst galaxies, galaxies in c2are Sm-Irr, c4 corresponds to Sb/Sbc and c5 to Sa/S0/E.This bolsters our initial impression based on the visual ap-pearance of the spectra. Weaker trends are visible in otherproperties: the sequence c1-c5 shows an increasing B/T ra-tio, as expected, but with a large scatter within each class.There is quite a large scatter in the observed correspondencebetween morphological T-type and bulge-to-total ratio, butvalues of B=T � 0:4� 0:5 are typical of very early-type spi-rals (Sa) or lenticular galaxies (cf. Simien & de Vaucouleurs1986). Weak trends are also visible in the mean stellar ageand metallicity and the internal velocity dispersion: as we?? Recall that the order of the classes as produced by the al-gorithm is arbitrary, and we have placed them in this sequenceby hand, but the correlation of colour and emission line strengthwithin the classes is produced by the algorithm with no help fromus

Figure 6. Distribution of the present over past-averaged starformation rate (Kennicutt's bKENN parameter) for the modelgalaxies. The top left panel shows the distribution for all galaxies,and the remaining panels show separately the distributions forgalaxies in each of the �ve IB classes.move from c1{c5, galaxies tend to be older, more metal rich,and more massive. This is in accord with the observed trendsof these quantities with morphological type (cf. Roberts &Haynes 1994) and the trends we have noted previously.We �nd no trend of dust extinction with the IB classes,probably because we have assumed that dust extinction at-tenuates the emission lines and the continuum by the samefactor. Therefore the dust only changes the overall colour ofa galaxy, but does not a�ect the ratio of emission or absorp-tion lines to continuum.We investigate the composition of the classes in moredetail by examining the distributions of some of the physicalparameters for the di�erent classes. In each of �gures 6-10,in the upper left-most panel we show the distribution of therelevant physical parameter for the whole ensemble of model(noise-free) galaxies. In the other �ve panels we show the dis-tributions for the galaxies in each class separately. Figure 6shows the distribution of Kennicutt's bKENN parameter (ra-tio of present-to-past-averaged SFR). This parameter showsa particularly strong correlation with the IB class assign-ment, although the distributions show signi�cant overlap.c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 5. The trends of physical parameters (see text) with the �ve IB classes. The error bars are 1-sigma. Strong trends of colourand present-to-past-averaged star formation rate (bKENN) are seen. Weaker trends of bulge-to-total ratio (B=T ), mean stellar age, gasfraction (fgas), stellar metallicity (Z), and internal velocity dispersion (�v) are also apparent.Figure 7 shows the distribution of B-band absolute magni-tudes. Class c1 contains an excess of bright galaxies, whereasc2 and to a lesser extent c5 contain excesses of faint galaxiescompared to the overall distribution. Figure 8 shows the dis-tribution of the internal velocity dispersion �v of the galax- ies, a measure of the dynamical mass of the galaxy. Here wenote the curious fact that the distribution is skewed towardssmall �v galaxies in c1-c3, and towards large �v galaxies inc4-c5. This suggests that galaxies in c1, which are preferen-c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 7. Distribution of absolute B-band magnitudes of themodel galaxies (as in �gure 6).tially bright and with small mass are starburst galaxies. Wereturn to this point later.In Figure 9, we see that c1 is entirely composedof disk-dominated galaxies (B=T <� 0:4). The classes be-come progressively more skewed towards larger B=T , bulge-dominated galaxies as we move towards c5. However, despitethe fact that we noted that the spectral appearance, colorsand star formation rates of galaxies in c4-c5 are typical ofobserved galaxies with bulges (Sb-E), in the models theseclasses contain a signi�cant fraction of nearly pure disks(B=T <� 0:2). This may be an indication that the connec-tion between star formation and morphology is not beingmodelled properly.The distribution of gas fraction is shown in Figure 10.In c1, there are quite a lot of galaxies with fairly low gasfractions. This is somewhat in conict with our previous as-sociation of this class with late-type galaxies, but perhapsnot if most of these galaxies have experienced a very recentstarburst which would have tended to consume the gas sup-ply very quickly. The class c2 is highly skewed towards highgas fractions, but with some objects with low gas fractions| perhaps this class is composed of a combination of post-starburst galaxies and quiescent, gas rich galaxies. Classesc4-c5 are composed solely of rather gas-poor galaxies, con-

Figure 8. Distribution of internal velocity dispersion, �v, for themodel galaxies (as in �gure 6).�rming that these galaxies have probably been evolving pas-sively, with little new star formation.It is also useful to see where the classes are located in thetwo-dimensional space of pairs of the physical parameters.In the following �gures, we once again show the entire en-semble in the upper left panel, and the breakdown by classin the other �ve panels. Figure 11 shows the mean stellarmetallicity of galaxies as a function of their mean stellarage. We see that there is a weak trend, with a large scatter,between these two quantities in our models. This trend isstronger for classes c1-c3, and becomes mostly washed outfor c4-c5. Galaxies in c1-c2 also tend to have higher metallic-ities for their age than galaxies in c4-c5. As applied here, thealgorithm su�ers from the familiar age-metallicity degener-acy. However, an alternative way of applying the algorithm(by asking it to preserve the maximum information about aparticular physical parameter, e.g. age or metallicity) mayprove to be e�ective for this problem. We intend to pursuethis in future work.We also examine how the classes inhabit a classicalcolour-colour diagram. Figure 12 shows the far-UV/optical(1500 �A-B) and optical/near-IR (B-K) colours. Recall thatthe spectra that we provided to the IB algorithm did notcontain any information about the far-UV (1500 �A) or near-c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 9. Distribution of the ratio of bulge to total stellar mass,for the the model galaxies (as in �gure 6). Galaxies with B=T >0:4{0.5 may be associated with early type (spheroidal) galaxies.IR (K-band) magnitudes. Galaxies in c1 have a narrow rangeof very blue UV-B colours but a broad range of B-K colours.The shape and orientation of this clump changes as we movefrom c1-c5. The lines on the top right panel show the tracksfor instantaneous bursts of �xed age and metallicity from theBruzual & Charlot models (see �gure caption). This illus-trates the complex manner in which both age and metallicitydetermine the location of galaxies in this diagram.Figure 13 shows the absolute B-magnitude as a func-tion of circular velocity. This is essentially what is usuallyknown as the Tully-Fisher (TF) relation, although it shouldbe noted that our model magnitudes contain the e�ects ofdust extinction, unlike observed TF samples where at leastthe e�ects of inclination are generally removed. Nor have wemade any cut on morphology or gas fraction in the mod-els. This is why the slope and scatter of the relation plottedlook so di�erent from the usual TF relation. It was shownin SP that when the above e�ects are accounted for, weobtain reasonable agreement with the observed zero-point,slope, and scatter of the I-band TF relation in these models.The interesting thing to note is the way the classes cut thetwo-dimensional space of this diagram. Galaxies in c1 lie atpreferentially bright magnitudes for their velocity/mass (i.e.,they are starbursts), whereas galaxies in c5 lie at preferen-

Figure 10. Distribution of the gas fraction for the model galaxies(as in �gure 6)tially faint magnitudes for their velocity/mass. An increas-ing curvature of the relation is also seen from c1 to c5. Theprogressive o�set of the TF relation with varying Hubbletype is recognized (Burstein et al. 1997) but not very wellunderstood. This result o�ers a hint as to its origin, andalso suggests that the familiar observed TF relation and itssmall scatter may be a special feature of the particular typeof galaxies that are generally selected for these samples.5 COMPARISON WITH PCAPCA has previously been applied to data compression andclassi�cation of spectral data of stars (e.g. Murtagh & Heck1987; Bailer-Jones et al. 1997), QSO (e.g. Francis et al. 1992)and galaxies (e.g. Connolly et al. 1995a; Folkes, Lahav &Maddox 1996; Sodre & Cuevas 1997; Galaz & de Lappar-ent 1997; Bromley et al. 1998; Glazebrook, O�er & Deeley1998; Ronen et al. 1999; Folkes et al. 1999). As we notedearlier, while PCA operates as an eÆcient data compressionalgorithm, it is purely linear, based only on the variance ofthe distribution. PCA on its own does not provide a rulec 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 11. Stellar metallicity vs. mean stellar age for the modelgalaxies. The top left panel shows all galaxies, and the remainingpanels show separately the galaxies in each of the �ve IB classes.for how to divide the galaxies into classes. yy It is thereforeinteresting to see where the IB classes reside in the space ofthe PC components. The PC eigenvectors are de�ned in theusual way (see the above references for more details), andthe projections of the (noiseless) model spectra onto the �rsttwo components of this basis (PC1 and PC2) are shown inFigure 14. The overall pattern reminds the one seen in themodels of Ronen et al. (1999) and in the 2dF data (Folkeset al. 1999), but note that the PC eigenvectors are di�erentfor every data set. We note that our 5 IB classes form fairlywell-separated \clumps" in PC1-PC2 space, and that to a�rst approximation, the IB classi�cation is along PC1. Thishighlights the need to correct properly the artifacts due tooptics so that the continuum (colour) and hence PC1 can bedetermined accurately. The PC-space of the IB clumps looksquite di�erent from the partitioning (based on training sets)yy For example, in Folkes et al. (1999) the classi�cation was doneby drawing lines in the PC1�PC2 plane using training sets. Onetraining set was based on visual inspection of the spectra by ahuman expert. This led to classi�cation which is more sensitiveto emission and absorption lines, rather than to the continuum(which is a�ected by observational problems).

Figure 12. U1500 � B colour vs. B-K colour diagram for themodel galaxies. The lines in the top right panel show the tracks ofsingle-age and metallicity instantaneous bursts from the Bruzual& Charlot models. Symbols mark single-burst ages of 1 Gyr (star),5 Gyr (diamond), and 10 Gyr (square). Three di�erent metallic-ities are shown: 0.005 Z� (dotted), 0.2 Z� (dashed), and solar(dot-dashed).given in Folkes et al. (1999). It has been shown (Ronen etal. 1999) that PC1 and PC2 are correlated with colour andemission line strength, and the sequence from c1-c5 is againsensible in this context.6 DISCUSSIONUnsupervised classi�cation methods are generally used toobtain eÆcient representation of complex data. One canidentify two general classes of techniques for achieving thisgoal, geometrical and statistical. Geometrical methods beginby an embedding of the data in a high dimensional, usuallyEuclidean, space, and then searching for a low dimensionalmanifold that captures the essential variation of the data.The simplest of such methods is PCA, which provide a linearprojection of the data. PCA can be generalized to more pow-erful linear projections, e.g. projection pursuit (Friedmanand Tukey 1974) or to nonlinear projections that maximizestatistical independence, such as Independent Componentc 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 13. Luminosity-velocity (Tully-Fisher relation) diagramfor the model galaxies. The line shows, for reference, the observedB-band Tully-Fisher relation for local galaxies (Pierce & Tully1992).Analysis (ICA; Bell and Sejnowski 1995). These methodsprovide a low dimensional representation, or compression,in which one might hope to identify the relevant structuremore easily. Another approach of identifying classes of ob-jects in a parameter-space (based on a training set) is byutilising Arti�cial Neural Networks (e.g. used for morpho-logical classi�cation of galaxies; Naim et al. 1995b; Lahav etal. 1996).Statistical methods assume that the data is sampledfrom an underlying distribution with some knowledge of itsparametric structure. Finding the structure of data amountsthen to the estimation of the unknown parameters of the dis-tribution. Such methods include the familiar Gaussian mix-ture estimation and similar vector quantization techniques.Modern formulation of many of the statistical as well asgeometrical methods is based on information maximizationprinciples for �nding either eÆcient compression or statisti-cal independence among the features.Other compression methods have also been proposedfor our problem, e.g. by starting with standard MaximumLikelihood desired parameters (e.g. age) and utilising the

Figure 14. PCA eigenvalues (PC1; PC2) of the model galaxies.The top left panel shows all galaxies, and the remaining panelsshow separately the galaxies in each of the �ve IB classes.Fisher information matrix to de�ne a set of optimal axes(Heavens, Jimenez & Lahav 2000).The information bottleneck method presented here pro-vides a new statistical approach to structure extraction. Un-like all other techniques it aims directly at the problem ofthe extraction of the relevant structure or features, wherethe relevance is determined through the information on an-other, carefully chosen, variable. The goal of the method iswell de�ned and objective, with natural information theo-retical �gures of merit. It is superior to both geometric andstatistical methods since it makes no model-dependent as-sumptions on the data origin, nor about the similarity ormetric among data points.An important issue, common to most unsupervised clas-si�cation methods, is model order estimation: what is thecorrect number of classes? This question is closely relatedto the sampling noise issue | the obtained classes shouldnot be sensitive to the speci�c sample, thus should be ro-bust to sampling noise. This criterion can be checked, usingtechniques such as cross-validation, in most clustering al-gorithms including ours. Yet it is important to emphasizethat the \true" or \correct" number of classes may be anill-de�ned quantity for real data sets. The number should bec 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000



16 Slonim et al.determined by the desired resolution, or preserved informa-tion in our case.We have shown how the IB algorithm can be used toclassify galaxy spectra in a principled and objective way.The number of distinct classes is speci�ed by an acceptabledegree of information loss. We have applied the algorithmto a subset of spectra from the ongoing 2dF redshift survey,and to a mock-2dF catalogue of synthetic spectra obtainedfrom semi-analytic hierarchical (CDM) models of galaxy for-mation.We �nd that �ve classes preserve about 50 percent ofthe information about the ensemble of 2dF spectra. Thesame number of classes preserves 85 percent of the infor-mation about the model spectra in the absence of Poissonnoise. When noise is added to the models with S/N compa-rable to the 2dF data, �ve classes preserve 75 percent of theinformation.Examining the mean spectra of the �ve classes producedby our algorithm, we �rst see that there is a good matchingbetween the �ve average spectra obtained for the mock dataand the �ve average spectra obtained for 2dF. It is also ap-parent that these spectra form a sequence from blue galaxieswith strong emission lines to red galaxies with strong ab-sorption lines and no emission lines. This corresponds wellwith the general approach usually followed in more subjec-tive spectral classi�cation methods (i.e. \by eye").For the model galaxies, we also show that the classesform sequences in several physical quantities, such as thepresent-to-past-averaged star formation rate (Kennicutt bparameter), morphology (as represented by the ratio ofbulge-to-total stellar mass), and stellar mass/velocity dis-persion. Since the spectra obviously do not contain any ofthis information directly, the existence of these correlations(which are in accord with known observational correlationsamong the physical parameters studied) seems to indicatetwo things. First, that the physics used to create the modelgalaxies is fairly sensible. Second, and more novel, groupingthe galaxies in a way that formally preserves the informationwith respect to the spectra (as our method does), discoversinteresting physical correlations.Again for the models, we �nd that the classes occupydi�erent parts of bivariate diagrams in pairs of the physicalparameters, such as age vs. metallicity, color-color, and lu-minosity vs. circular velocity (Tully-Fisher). These resultsmay hint at important clues as to how to constrain thestar formation histories of di�erent types of galaxies andthe physical origin of these sorts of relationships.We compare our results with those of a Principal Com-ponent Analysis. We �nd that the classes produced by the IBalgorithm form fairly well-de�ned clumps in the PC1-PC2space (the projections onto the �rst two principle componenteigenvectors).We conclude that this method provides a way to classifygalaxies that is fully automated and objective, yet is relatedto the physical properties of galaxies and the intuition thatastronomers have built up over the years using more sub-jective methods. A further advantage is that this methodcan be applied in exactly the same way to observations and
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